Today's News - Tuesday, March 30, 2010

- Six ways we've already geo-engineered the earth, creating "a geological age of mankind's making" (amazing - if depressing - visuals).
- Forget L.A. and San Francisco - it's the Pacific Northwest that's "most vulnerable to a mega-quake like Chile's" (this from an engineer/earthquake consultant).
- Hosey on the potential for Wal-Mart to "revolutionize supply chains and utterly redefine the green building market."
- Austin Williams gives a lively report on a fiery, sometimes ill-tempered debate about architecture and climate change (even Ken Yeang ticked people off).
- A radical architect says "sustainable" is not a good enough word for what he wants to build.
- For architects and activists, the design for the Columbia River Crossing between Washington and Oregon is one "only a mother could love...not driven by any single architectural ideal" (even the engineer who designed it agrees).
- Forget Spanish tile or pink stucco - Newport Beach, CA, picks a bold statement inspired by the ocean for its new civic center.
- Oklahoma City's newest neighborhood is designed specifically for old fashioned window shopping (what a refreshing concept!).
- Rawsthorn can't shake her dislike of the 2012 Olympics logo; one way to make it better: dump the "dodgy typeface" at least (a student gets it right).
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I.M. Pei Returns to China in PBS Documentary: “I.M. Pei: Building China Modern” airing March 31 on PBS...follows Pei as he returns to the 2,500-year-old city of his ancestors to construct a museum — Pei Partnership Architects; Charles Jencks - Architectural Record

"I.M. Pei: Building China Modern": Eight years in the making...explores the defining conflicts of our age – the lure of the modern versus the pull of history...a surprisingly revealing and intimate portrait of the man who set as his goal nothing less than the redefinition of architecture in modern China; on PBS American Masters March 31...will stream online for 3 months...[links, video] - PBS

Las Vegas’ top five nightclub bathrooms: The places to go when you have to go...visiting the loo at a Las Vegas club is anything but routine.— Charles Doell/Mr. Important Design; YWS Architects/Cleo Design; 555 Design [Images] - Las Vegas Weekly

Celebratory Meditations on SANAA Winning the Pritzker Prize. By Norman Weinstein - ArchNewsNow

Book Review: Keeping the Architectural Profession Professional: "Architecture from the Outside In: Selected Essays by Robert Gutman"...essays by a penetrating sociologist of architecture pose the kinds of tough-minded questions needed now to keep architectural professional on-track. By Norman Weinstein - ArchNewsNow

Jean Nouvel: National Museum of Qatar, Doha Corniche, Qatar
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